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no one has succeeded in finding a trace in the first year of
the two Revolts. It is by no means unlikely that the name
of that Simon the Maccabee who first rescued and libe-
rated the nation from the yoke of the Seleucidae may have
been struck upon the coins, first of Eleazar and afterwards
of Bar-cochab. I think there is no other way of explaining
the name of Simon found in conjunction with that of
Eleazar on the same coins, which, from being without any
year-mark, I regard as the first struck before those of the
Redemption of Israel." Simon, son of Gioras, being
therefore excluded on account of not having acted in con-
cert with Eleazar, and not having entered Jerusalem, as
already stated, till the third year, and the other Simons
of the revolt either being of no importance, or not being
colleagues with Eleazar before the third year, Garrucci is
of opinion38 that ce we cannot tell who this Simon may be,
whose name we read upon the copper coins of the first
year of the Revolt with the appellative of f Prince of
Israel' (^oms Ksi25: pyaffi).1" I cannot, however, quite
bring myself to agree entirely with this conclusion. I
certainly think that the claims of Simon, son of Gamaliel,
are worthy of some consideration* Yet, after all, it is not
a matter of much moment: the important point on which
we both agree is, that these coins belong to the First
Revolt.
Having now disposed of the coins of Eleazar and Simon
Nasi, we next may consider the copper of the remaining
years. With respect to the small common copper coins of
the years two and three, every one is agreed that they are
of the time of Nero. Let us consider what Garrucci says :3&
" It being known, then, that the First Revolt lasted at least
*M Op. cit., p. 37.	M Op. e&, p. 36.

